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er..ror,s: ·o.n_· t_he ;->-erformance .of· a. l1.m-~.·-1.r .landingr:J: p·uicance technicue. The • 0 . . . ~ 
'landi~g· vehicle relat.ive t-.o ·a ra.dar· b.eacon .iocated_: :flt. t-h~ .d·:e.s±r;ed la-nctt·n_g. 
site:.: 
.. 
-A. :lixteari.zeci analysis is pe-r-forn1ed, '::;r:P.$\1lt.ihtI in -a s··et.- :oJt etro·r 
s--E$np}tiv.ity c·o.efficients. These co.-effi~i~{1t:s .re-late t.he .st·at-t_stic$ 
' 
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'1.0 INTRODUCTION. ' 
vfhen one c·ontempla.t:e.s ·t·he pr.t)olems :inv·olvecf lo soft-landing· a space .. 
' ·:t l ~ 
:c:r.aft: .on the luna:t .'s.tirfac:_e, ·it- ·sc>"oh. become·s apparent- ·tJ1at direct observation of 
.. 
:Spacecraft pos·:itio·n ?-hci -~Jeiocity :re1.at1'Ve.--·to ·the lunar surface (arid more sp·§_c·tfj.c·--
.. 
ally,~ .. relative :t.o ·the :des·ir:.ed· ianci:ing_ site) will be required during·· t·h¢: t·e:~al-
phase of such .a venture o. One: tee:hn·iq11e available £·or -oo.t,ainin;g_ th~ reCl¢.re.d in~· 
·,. 
formation is radar. 
r.ea:liz· tm t. the serts:ing s_ystem will not deliv,er: :pe.rfect .inf:orrre:t.~_on to the-. 
'.--- ,...... 
1 
ahd. co:ntro·.1 sys-temo Noise in the- s·ens.i.ng sys~terrr- wiJ.i ~-au:s·e e·rror :tn t~be, 
estimated vehic.:le ·stat.e~·,: which· in -t~n- wil~ caµs~- e:;rron·e:o:us tr1tU$t \tec.t_q-r c·ormnand's , 
-pro.duc:e pos·i'tiori.. an_q v·e_lq·qit:y errors o Thtis sensor erro·rs -wiJ..l :propa_ga.te th.rol1gh 
,the gµida:n9e· and :q.on._trol $yst.em. anct·'·pro<iu,c-~ _guidance errorsu 
:I 
tJ1crt, :th$: JYO$ :itl.'.on c:tnd vel.oc ity· -e:r.ro:r$ ·exi·$t, mg· a.t t'he end -6:f th·e l,and·frig~· maneuver 
o:f 't-he -man.euv·e.r not b:e ·1.arge enough to endang·e_r succ:es:s.ftil 'la-hditjgcf 
.1:· T·be ·objlfct .<if t-b.i:s paper is to d·eve.:lop senSiti"trity :co:efficients reiat-µrg 
sensor errors to the resulting posit.ion :_and ·veloc·i~-y errors at the end of -ph·e 
.:;~ Vehicle state refers to the position and velocity o~ the spacecraft.o In 
g.eneral-·-..there are six quantities which cornpletely define vehicle st~t.·:e, ·a.t a·ny:: 










landing rnane~ver _given a p~rt·ic.ulaa:;· JJlf:ormation sensing: sy$'t,~m·;, :gtl~d.~nc·:e.. technique; 
and nominal trajectory~ A de.ta:i.J;.e·d_ clescription of t:be-s··e: f.,·h.·ree i:tems constitutes 
-. : . :• 
., the problem definition s.ect.tPn (Jf ·this reportCI Fo.-r iht:roduc.-tory purposes the 
following stat:ernents are. use:ful·: 
( 
ar.e ·rme-·of-sight: ran.ge .. (:R) _arid angle. (¢): .from t·he ·s.pacec·raf-t .t.o the . 
• 
:The f9,;1r ·va;r:i~ples· ~,,· :ii., ¢, -a.nci- ¢ -.are ·referred -to ~:a-~·-:a'fu.s.erva bles o 
• 'Nominal :t r~jec\ory: ··:rl1f;: rro;:,:ina.'l ·-traj~·.·c.t.ory i.s -.a .c·orrstant t~rust 
. 500 .m~t.¢.rs: .ci:i't"ectly above: t.he: des·ire.d 1and·ing sit.e.·o 
:JI. 
er·rors. will .. result if JlQ .. cor-re::c1tive .ac.t:Lon is taken. (Tirne after· 
:nominal vehicle s.ta:t,.e va:ria.bl.es~) }~ '11f1:ru-st v.e.ctor c·orrect:L.on )-1·hic11 
:rie:1d.tng: _Efr:rqr· ·sj~rt$ it i vit y c ~ef.fic.i~nt·s ,fr.e. de-r,i·ved in ·a. form ,stiita-bl:~- for 
.. ... ' 
-~ 
, .. 











.2.·o PROBLEivl DEFINITION ·""· ,, 
. 'l 
The f ollowµig tri~f --$ec-tionS' se:r\re_ to establish · an envir,omnent within 
which the· effects of rad~-t ·sens.or errors·, oh laq_ding vehicle perfor~nce can_ be. 
'· . 
assessed. No attempt at 1optirnization_ ha-s· been rrade in these: areas;: :howevc:r, · the 
Jxirticular techniques -d1s.c.usse.d r!ave: been ghosen frorn t.Lose ·tha_t at~.e available 
··"II":' ·. 
for specific reasons. The.se reaso·n.s ,a;:.r.e· inc'1ucle.d ·in· :·the .dis.c·u~,:sio·n where pertinent • 
2.1 Analytical Assumptions ... 





. ' T·he :rf1c)t±on of t:he- 'V.'e.l1ic:le ca11 be .a~ec;uately d¢:s·c-rib¢{i. ·q~r tli,e cl~rnw.nics· . 
J, 
·:by tihe . tac.£ tihat s:p~.rc-e vehicle :r.aas$ is, ne.g1igible corap.2i.red to tht~-
·,. 
No dynam:Lc pe_·rturbat:ions -sucl1. as t·hos.e ·caused by ltmar :ob::lat.:ene:ss 
.ab$·~nce .of tbe.se e.rr·ec:ts :it1 t:he :a.n·alyifcal. model will. _:QOt .a.tt.e:r t:be· 
effet~bf ·sensor errors and., t·:here·fo:t'-.e ne:-e·d not~ bt3. ·considered • 
. T11e·, moon is c_onSid.ererl· t·o: .·be .stationary .dµr.irlg tl~$ .. ,performance of 
. . . tl1e. descent man·euver. ··T·he .. a.c:tua:1 ·rotational motion of tlie r.10on du.ring 
'" 
t:he t'ime. oc:cupie.:d is n.o:.t n~gl:igible. However, t.he ·C:.oord-ir12. te system 
X.tsed ·durix1c· tb.e landi.ng: 'i,s ref~renc ed to a point fixed. t~ the lunar 
,r ·, 
·:surfac:·e. J.vle:a:s'wernents of quantities. ir1 tl1is reference sy~.tem will 
riot· be ·in.flµenc e9 by -the rota.ti.on :so· ·it 1ni.ght as well be, ~ .. et to zero • 
.. 



























, coordinates; ~nd the "Ye'h:icle: ·v-~1.oc:it·y ve.~rtor is :asswned to -contain 
the desired ·landing site. 
-· ' . . . . . . ,,' " 
I'rt -pra.c_-tice,. devia't;idns of the- target 
I , 
' - .• 
-landing site fro~he--f}lane defined :a't,o.ve_ ar--e :expected to. be small. 
I 
TJ\·ese· ·are the' basic analytical asswnptions. 
" 
.. 
It Jiight also be appropriate to point out that thi-s :ana.:tysis ·does not 
,. 
:~ . .-s·$wne a flat moon or ,a uniform gravita:tiona.1 field:. )Trajectory deterrnino.tion was 
•d·one· using a spherical moon and a .c·entral gr~vitatiortal 'fi'.eld._ 
2.2 State Variables -. 
The £:irst quantit:Le.-s .r_eq:u±-ring_ definition .. a:r~e: fA:-o·s-e· wh.±c.h . describe t.h:e 
sp:3.ce vehicle position and velocity at any time -_d:uring :th-e '~riding: rrai1euver. 
Org_i_nari1y·, -{J .q~cm.:titj_e.s · :are needed to specify t'l1e ve'h:i.c-le stat-.e :c·ompie:tely; ·3 
pO$.-it.iqn vecto.r· ·comporrep.:ys and 3 velocity v~c·to_:r· cq_171pon~,r1ts- •: H-ow.e-ve:r·., restr.ic:tion ,, -.· 
of the 1aodin-g_ g.eoI·iet,ry· to two dimensions mea.ns t.:hat the ir1sta,nta.ne9~s. state· can. 
'be: describ~:a: complete,ly .by a total of 4.- -sJ,at¢· vari~bl_e·~-· The. st·ate 'variable-p·-tbat 
'"J 
'':I: 
.-h. :- ·r.he· :altit.ud-e: of .the craft above a .refe·rehce sp:he:r.e-. :Th·e r~di/u_s 
of the re.ference sphere is eqHal: to. t-he: lunar _radi-us at tl)e:: ·target 
landing_ sit,e; meters • 
.Q. : The -angular displacement- of· ·th·e :s·pac:ecraft. frbm £·he: tar:get 1a-nd.ing 
• I : 
site in lunar c.ent·ra:1 :cot>rdin.;..te:s._· ra-dians.. · 
. . ' . . . . . . ,· . . ' . . . · .. ' ' ' . . . . . . . ·, ·. ' . ' " ·. . ' 
The velocity ve.ctor angle relat.iv-e to th.e 1.q:p.ding ye.h._tcle: local 
horizontal plane,_ rneasured in. the ·plane of ·the .landing: t,:rajectory; 
ra..dia.ris • • 
, 
Quant.±t.ie_'s -l1 and· O are seen ·to. define spacec:raft _po.si.tion while ~ and 
-~l :specify the ve.iocity vector •. 
2.3 Guidance Technique . ' 
·-
.. 
To evaluate the effects ·of ·e:rr.or· ·in ·t .. he· m~asurerrent of o_bs·erva .. ble 

































































regard to the presept discussio~,. ·this impli~s that knowledge of the guidance· 
. 
system· t·echnique is ·required. The particular guidance scheme fi;nally selected 
-
--· 
was chosen on the basis of its versatil~ty. It t~, capable of correcting 
,, .. 
relatively ,..#]a rge deviations from nominal init~_ia.l c,onditions at: r_easona l;)l,t;· fuel 
' . 
·expense~·. In addition~ the guidance . .t:edhrtique. can :-be used_ in either ms.nned qr 
Wtilfanrled vehiele s. The discussion of .. the guidance t:echn.ique 'inc'ltided . here is 




.. :se·e- A·ppendix A. , 
Tbe. system. o~n, be classified -as· .a. _lillear pr:ed:j~ct,iv,e ~1udaric:o. -sytrt.em 
which fuhcJ,ion:s in- the .. following· mann~r, 
·f) Radq;r inf.ormation is fed. t:.o· a cqmp:ut~r which turns ·out an- estimate 
:of ·the vehicle state at t.inle. t .. 
~-(T. ime is refe:reneed. t.o the time of 
.~· 
.. ,. 
1:an·ding en.gine ig.ntt·io.n .• ) 
-2) Estimated state varia.pl:es .. ai·e ,cotnpare_d ·viith .r~terenc·e· v_a·:Lues. that 
w<:>.:uld: =e·xist :at time .i if ·the vehic.le. were on ·t-he. refe:rence ·t-pa:Je.c·tory. 
\· 
)) ·P±.tf,erene es betw~en estimated and: reference· .s.tat·e variables are: 
ihput::S :t·o linearized e,quati.ons·: whiqh ·est-im.at.e terrainal dev_iat_ions 
t}rat will .ex.i~t un1;e·9s so.m~- ·Q.evia·tion ·f:rom the reference thrusting 
,. 
program is impl~m~nt:.eq. ... 
:• 
f_e-d to the engine .,c·ont:rol :sy-st·em. 
·5); The process is ~to.rtt<:inuous_ throughout t-he :1ana.1n;g: ·marteuv·e:t\ •. 
.l!i, 
*Reference 1 is a report dealing with the .. c:apabilities>of the guidance system 
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In pract·ice, most of the computati,on ::µidicated in steps 3 and 4. :is: bas.ecf -.on 
linearizati.on about the reference trajectory and, hence, can _b.Er done prior to . ' ~ 
. .. 
· flight. The result is a set of guidance terms denoted s1 t'~roti.gh Sa which 
•,#/ - • •I 
multiply the estimated state variable errors directl:){ to. y;iela thrust corr,ect~ons:,~ 
. 
. 
,'F .. igure 2 is a block diagram of the gu;i.dance system. Noti:ce, that· there are. two. 
thrus,t control q~antit.i,es:, T, the thrust vector ma.gnitude,; and d.., the tlirus:t 
t 
',vector direction (see figure ·3,).. Onq :bne angle is: req;p:ired because :of: the, 
re.striction to a 'two-dimensional a1i'alysis:. ·· 
...... Jtecall that line~ri·zed: equa.ti·<>.iIB ·a.:r~. ~mp·lq7eo, ·t':O' .. predic:'t, .t:Grrr4.na,:L . 
. deviatit.>ns- from, the r:ef~:renc~, traj:e.<tt"b.ry, anrl ·therefo·r.e, to: compute the tL.rt1$t 
v,ec,tor corr'ec·tions·. Linearization er,ror, which is b'.ound to :~x.ist, will result 
,41 thrust c,orrec,,tion e.rro:re,.;: whi._q:p, :in turn will be ref\Lecte~ in terminal devia~' 
.. 
t·i.ons, from the ref:er,$i\c;te t,rc1..je,cticr-y.. Terminal--~devia,tion,~ q~,µ.sed by 'lineariza'tion, 
error exist even if ,sensor inforrna:tion is ·pe-;r'fec.t. T:l1e ,terminal e:rrq;r ca.used 
:~y lineariza,ti.o:n i:s :riot ·_random_, ·o·u"t rat,h~; ~s ,c·omp:letely spe·cified onqe. t·,h,e' 
To clC'.COi.U1.t r.·or t,his 
. . . '• ' 
·.lineari:zation error it- is conv-e_nient_ tq ¥1'.L:rod,,,uc,e: the ,co1tcept of a pseudo-
:,re:fe:ren.¢.e· tra..Ject,ory ·whlc,·h is de,firted. e.-s the tra'j:e:G.t:or.-y the vehicle would fly if 
s.en,sor inf.or1n~-tion· were, :perfe,e;,t. I:f seJ1sqr -inf:o~t:i.on is noisy, the actt1al, 
,t·he·, distribution~ of" acti1,a:i e.nd_p,oirrt's: .c,o,rresporrcl.irig. ·to: ~ '.gt.ven set: ·or ·init:ial 
conditions. The obje·ct. of th .. :ts wor-i( is t·o .dert·v~ estimates of i)he statist:ic,al. 
parameters whic~ describe, ti~e, sp~e.ad. of 'the, ,dii:stt·ibtrt_iqn ,~:ff :a,ctual endpcfint_s;" 
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2.4 Reference Trajectory 
._, ' 
It has been pointed .. out previously that the guidance law selected re..-· 
qtiires the determination of .a reference trajectory. Tl1e values of h, Q, ~ , 
. . . . \ . 
·v,. ·and :the eight .guidanqe ~,e.rrns. ,stored .in. the tsu:iganc)e compuLer arc· oalculated: 
.. -. -~= -
. ••. 
th-rust .. ,· _gr·~nty· turn t·.:ra.j;.ectory c·oimclencing at periselenum of .an <3:lli.ptica1. parking 







·con:t±·nuous: thrust is ~r-e·ferab·le. t"o. impuls·ive £:rir·ust. because the 
; 
us.e. ·of a two-or -three..;impu.ls~e ·randing s·cherne- wou.ld imply high 
a-c.celeration levels. :and large en·g;Lnes ! T·he use of 1q rge engine-s 
. . -
will incur a we~l1t penalty (Tfep t.h~ .9naller .erigine~ required ·ro.-r, 
a -.con:tinUoU$ .tlrrust: t:ra.j~9tor~r-. Ft1rth.er1119re, c.qntinuoµ-s thrus·t -'does. 
not d.ema.:nd ·the· s:hutdovm_: :and restart c_.apa.bilit:ie-s ·.or a,. m1llt.ip .. l_e: 
f. 
to· re due e· ve·locft:y most. ef fecti ve-1.y_,;: I.• 
4). · ;T.:h·e :g_r.avity t-urn· trajectory autom9. tica.lly rOtate:s :t,he vehicle 
t.o.; t'qe p_roper ·110,ve:ring · attitude durfng the des·c·ent. s~ that no 
























~rror analysis, a computer program was developed to proyid.e the necessary inforina- · 
~ 
. tion. Given initial -values of. vehicle velocity, (V_0), a.ttitucie angle ( 10 ), c3:~d · 
' ·' 
,• 
:c:3.lt.·itude (h0 ), th:Ls program cornputes t~e: initial. v;ilue. _of angular displacement 
.,, 
fl.ram the l_anding· site (B0 ) and the _th.,ru$t·· _level :(T,0 )- ·r,e·quire.d to ,Produce a hover --~ .. 
s·ta··te d.;irectly· over the target landing site .at a.r:i- ·altitua.e .of 50(): meters. 
The· method of· this progrqJit_ j_:s to assume a complete set of initial 
c.o·nd'.iti9tls~ ,d..trteg_rate :t·he egµations of motion forward in tinie until V = O:,= a.rid: 
:co~p.i-re_ th-e c·ornputed :vai~e,s of hr and tr corresponding to V = O wit.:h -the d·esire·a 
'.-;~· . 
refeten'c¢ val.11es of hf' and f f which are 500 meters and ... 90° respectively. This 
.·qornpµ.t_ed. -.devi'ati-oh ,f,rom reference hqver .st.ate prov:fd.es iz:formation help.ful in 
:d:etermining changes tcr pe ma.de in the assumed.: ·in_it.-~ai conditions befor,e making 
. the next run throug:h th~ ·program. 
cte't·e::iminati:on: program are: 
• (c) V = 
(d) i= 
where h, O, ~ , and V have been defined previously, and: . 
r0 = _rac:iius of re.terence ,1.Jma.r sphere .• 
T = thrust vector magnitude. 
Ci = angle between .vehicle velocity vector and. t.h'rust vector. 
:,) ~ = vehicle ma.ss at time or· landing tra·jectory initiation. 
(:2-t): 
k , = constant of proportionality relating instantaneous thrust vector~ 
. . . 
magnitude to instantaneous mass rate of flow. 
1 1 








)A. = gravitational constant of the~ moon. 
-.;,' 
.... 
For the constant thrust, gravity turn reference trajectory, 
I 
' • f 
T = T ;- and, ct = 0 
0 





· set of expressions. 
(a) • h = V sin ~ 
• (b) .o = -
(c) • V - -
J :fq.) • t• I ' :· _,· -· V cos r 
h.,., : + h -
-
.. . 
ft S\V'\ i 
(.120 +- h )4 -
.,.A.(. COS' ~ 
\ v(~+~t 
~(2-2) 
:T_he,,r:e are -th:ree .c:lasse-s: of ot1t_,puts clir.ectly av·a±J..ab::l"e fr9In tlle·. p_r-ogram.-• 
.-First ar$ the :i.ni.tial. values of 'r ?,ncl Q required :tc>: complete t=.l1e.= specifi·.cation 
.. 
iof tf1.e refere~c-.e £-r.a.:Ject-or:y:. Sepqnqly, valu-e·s: of the. :st.ate·- v~ri.a.blee- can- be 
·-p:rirtt,ed out ·at any :desir~d ·t irrle ,~long the reference ·fiigtr~ pa:th •. F:ina lly, two 
f14:tt·rices of partial derivatives, relating devia:tions. :·:u1 s:tate= va:riable derivatives ( 
. . 
:t·.o· ·deviations in st-.ate variables; and t_o .. deviations in t·11e ~:hr\lSt cont-rol . . 
'~ 
-:quantities can be· printed out at specifi.ed t·ime: 'int.e·:rvals a) .. ong the t_rajectory. 
·rt ·the operator l is used to represent· ·a ci;::~vi·4t.io.n in the value of the 
_.pa-ramet .. er· ·on: which it operates, the ma tric e.s qt;· pcirt-:l_al derivatives mentioned 
-·-·--:'· .. -· -
) 
// 
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. 
~h J~ d~ ~h ,) ~ ah dh ~~ JT - ~ dh ~e .:)V ¥r w 
"\ 
d& ;;.s d9 d' d9 ~8 X Je JB 
~<X. 
.de d~ f!)V dT dOL • oh 
- X ... 
~& di dt d* ~t ,, i}j df. "" $'t - w ~ ~ .,. ~h dv ~T .. 
' 




~n ~8 dl dv I;:, -~ ~T c)Ol 
1 
' 
·- . . ( '. ) 
·. _:~~:i ... 
•.' 
·-
,. 11- t·he deviations $h, cro, ,i 'and ,v are allqwed to equal &!, , r~,. , cfs3, 
.. 
. 
arid respectively; the r.ra trix expression can be llritten more compactly as 








and· ,: . 





~T • ·J. cl Cl • ~=I c1='-·w: 
.T:hi:s·. is .a linea_rized relationship which i~ valid only in a sma-11 ·region. ·n-ea··r 
the t·rajectory on which the ·partial. de~iv.ati,v.es are evaluated. 
To determine the reference t~_5¢.ptory th9.t was used during the remainder 
of this study, the fallowing fixed init_ial and final conditions were set into 
the compute~ program. 
h0 = 20.0 kilometers 
¥0 = 0.0 radians 
V0 = 1752 meters/second 
13 
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iti:o ') 11.,. r, 1 , • ·., • 
t 0 = O.O seconds 
hr .,= 500 meters 
V r = o.o meters/second. 
)' r = -1r/2 radians 










:T·fie. specification 10 ,= o implfe:~t. -:that. :t.he 1and:ing: .p'ha·:se :begins at pe:ri·_sele.n~__. 
.of a lunar parking orbit. 
The following values were used fq_::r tb.¢· var:i..qUS,' ·c·:q~:-.f,M·t·e· i;·~q~red by 
the program: 
,f.• 
m0 = 11,340 kilograms 
JJ- = 0.489820 x 1013 meters3/second2 
r0 = 1739 kilometers (mean lunar radius) 
k = 2.54929 x 10-4 seconds/meter 
( based on specific impulse = 400 s.ecotids •. ), 
The rellBining initial :and final values. ·at· the state.: va/ri.a.b·l.es. :as 
determined on the computer are:. 
T 0 = 48,061 Newtons 
0 0 = 0. 18028 radians 
tr = .346.52 seconds 
Some of the pertinent characteri-stics of t:he reference trajectory 
are plotted in figures 4 through 7. 
l_, 
. . 
2.5 Conversion of Radar Data to State Variable Information 
Before the raw radar input · information can b.~ useful to the guidance · 
system, it must be converted to the language of the guidance system. In shcirt., l 
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Figure 7. }lef:erence Tra.J:ectqry: ·Altitµ:ct·e (h) ·v·s. _Angular 
Dispuicement from Landing Sit:e (O) • 























For the system ~der study, the measured parameters are: 
R: .. Line-of-~ight range to a beacon located at the desired landing 
site. -
• 
·, R: Line-of-s:ight range :rate to the beacon_. 
¢: 
~: 
I •. Line-of-sight angle to the beacon (measured J'r.ont l·ocal vertical). 
,. ' 
.... 
Line-of-sight angular rate. · 
. 
., 
These quantities as well as the state variables are illustrated in figure l •. 
r~. 
. \ ~-r: is shown in Appendix B that knowledge of R, R., ¢, and ¢ is \ ~ 
sufficient to allow determination of h, Q, ~ , and V. Also in Appendix B, the \~-- J 
required: re-iationships between measured quantities and state variables are 
derived. These· equations, which are given below, represent- ~he estimated values 
or the state variables at the time of the measurement • 
h =- Rc.os fJ 
_, 
- ll.. 0 + (1t~ 
0 
. 'i/1 
- Ff sir/¢) 
S\n [B. 
, !lo sin¢] 
! = ¢ - ,rh + ~1LRc&s;e) J 
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3.0 ANALYTICAL APPROACH I 'O. ' .. ,:. ·4,. 
,. 
With the preliminary analysis of section 2 concluded, it is possible to· 
,. 
.· 
· proceed to the actual error analysis which is the main object of this effort. 
Section 3 .1 presents a descript.ion of the analytical approach and the techniques 
that have been used to determine the effects of s~nsor errors. Following that, 
section J.2 covers the application of the analytical techniques to the guidance 
system selected for study. 
J.1 Dis·cussion of Available Analytical Techniques .. 
, 
The ·most accurate analysis would be a simulation of the guidance and ·· 
control system. A multitude of simulated landings together with M.onte Carlo 
statistical methods would be necessary to produce statistical estimates df sensor. 
induced errors. To set up a simulation, two preliminary computer programs are 
required - one to determine reference trajectory parameters, and a second to 
compute the eight guidance tenns (S1, s2, .,., Sg) as time functions along the 
reference flight path. Sim11Jation of the landing phase would be considerably more 
' 
complicated than the simulation or· ·an orbital phase. The principal complication 
,is introduced by the continuous thrust c::-ondition which makes it impossible to: 
determine end point errors as functions of initial errors alone as can be done 
" 
during free flight. It is also impossible to continually improve estimates of 
· end conditions through data processing of redundant measurenents as is done ·in 
many orbital guidance concepts. 
,.As an alternative to a simulation ana_lysis, linearization techniques 
... 
are available. These are based on an assumption pertain_ing to the evaluation of 
partial derivatives in th~ neighborhood of a known point. Let, 







..... , . 
._,·,, 
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of l. at some. particular instant is y O and the reference value of .Xi is denoted 
by Xio, then 
.JI 
A linearized analysis is based on the assumption that small deviations of the x1 
. variables from the reference values will cause a small deviation in y which can be 
·1 
approximated by t~e expression 
(J-2) 
·Notice that the ·indicated pa.rtia..:l d.:e-r:ivative's a.r.e. :e:va:luated with the variables 
xi taking on their ref~rence values. 
It was determined that an error a~lysis using linearization techniques 
would be much faster than a simulation approach. In addition, linearization is 
an extremely flexible approach, allCMing changes to be ma.de in sensor capabilities., 
trajectorie~, and observables with only minor ait~ra~i9ns c,f the computer programs 
'-·-' inv·olved. The computer programs, required are- ~~s~nt:ia.-1~ the .same two required as 
preliminary steps in a simulation analysis. T·h-µs, the $impler, faster linearized 
analysis is a logical and valuable st-ep :in the development. of an efficient simula-
tion analysis of lunar landing vehicJ..~ p~_:rfpr:m;nce:. 
In the light of the preceding sta,tement-t,,, a: linearized analysis seemed 




The analysis divides ·conveniently into two parts. ·The first is concerned 
.. 
















. thrust ~orrection ·commands. The second part of the analysis re~ates .to t·he 




. ~ values of position and velocityo 
J.2.1 Propagation of Observation Errors Through the -Guidance System 
The first step in the linearized analysis is to develop relation-
ships between the instantaneous thrust ~,~Td errors, and the observation 
errors which cause them. The thrust correction commands are calc11Jated from 
the computed state variables, the stored state variables, and the stored 
• guidance terms 3i through s8 o The correction commands are computed from the 
following equations: 
where 
6h :h - h 
r 
68 :Q - gr 
O,'f =v- Yr 
6V =V - V 
r 
{3-3) 
The subscript .! denotes reference values which· ·are stored in the guidance 
computer as functions of timeo All of the state variables are implicit .func-
tions of timeo The computed value of a state variable is made up of two . l 
components - - the actual value, denoted by- the subscript~ a and an error ' ' 
... 
term denoted by eh, e9 , ey, and eV with the subscript ref erring to the 
corresponding state variable. Then: 
• 
h = h8 + eh 
9 = Qa + eg 
't.:= l'a + e.., 
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... 
J It follows that : 
· oh = 6ha + eh = ha - hr + eh 
6Q-= 6~" + ee 
.. a 
1¥ = 6'Y a + ey 




The computed thrust deviation commands can be written as: 
' 
61tf';: 6ot_8 + •c = s5 \ 6h . + e. l ~ ~ L a · :-hj 
where: 
e - computed error in the thrust magnitude command Tc 
eo,c e computed error in the thrust orientation conmia.nd 
(3-6) 
(3· ... 7): 
) 
(3-8) 
If h, Q, ~, and V were measured directly, the expressions for eTc 
I 
and eac would complete the first part of the analysis. In general, however, 
these quantities cannot be observed directly, but rather, must be computed 1 
from other observed variableso For this analysis these observed quantities 
• C, 
are R, R,~, and (J as defined in sec·tion 2o 5e Before determining expressions 
for eh, e0, e-..,, and eV it is first necessary to relate the state variables 







h = F1 (R, R, (}, 9) ... 
- .1 ' 0 0 ~ 
g = F2 (R, R, (), ~) 
0 0 
y=F (R, R, (), 9) 3 • 
0 0 
V=F4 (R, R, Cl, ~) 
The functions F1 , ~2 , F3, and F 4 derived in Appendix B are given 
ai 
in section 2o 5 o They are restated below for convenience. 
where 
· 2 · .. 1/2 
' h = R cos '7 - r + (r - R2 sin2 9) 0 0 
Q = sin-1 Lt sin ~ J 
. . 
0 0 
r = ¢' _ ~ + tan-1 [ R(9; Q) J 
1/2 
V = L R.2 + R2 (~ + 0)~ 
0 0 Q = R g cos 9 + R sin () 
r_ 2 2 ·:1112 l!o - R sin ~..J 
:-
(3-9) 
With these expressions available, it is possible to proceed to the 
next step which is the linearization process o It is desired to develop 
expressions relating errors in the computed values of the state variables 
.. 
to the observation errors whic·h caused themo The application of linearization 
techniques yields these relationships in a small region near the ~ef erence . 
. ~ 
trajectory o 
e ~ F1 0F1 d Fl d Fl 
~R ~R ~ () d~ 
e c) F2 ~F2 ~ F2 ~ F2 
• ~R ~ii ~~ ~~ .... 
-
-r-
e dF d F ~ F ~ F ii~ ii Ti 
e ~ F~ OF9; ~ Flt: ~F 
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All the partial derivatives are evaluat~d on the reference traj·ectoryo The 
· equations £or the 16 partial derivatives are given in Appendix Bo 
The thrust correction comnand errors can then be approximated by 




. ·~·. ) 
.\_(3.-U. 
-., ~a# 
The S elements are defined in Appenc}ix A-.f; .s;ubst:it,uting equation 3-10 into 
J-.11 and performing the indica:te.d rnat-rix :multipli_c;:a.tion yields the matr4: 
8 Tc K K K K eR 1 2 3 4 
eo 
R ..!.. )( -
(3-12) 
•,, K7 e</ ,. e K5 K6 Kg Q'C 
~-" 
c6 <I .... ~ .. ~-,~ 
The Observation errors are assumed to be .from independent popula-
tions displaying guassian statisticso The mean values of eR' eR, e(/, and 
e. are all assumed to be zero; and the ~ squared values are a!, a:, a~, 91 2 
and a(/ respecti v'ely. Multiplication of a gaussian ·distributed random var-
iable by a constant results in a second gaussian distributed random variable. 
The mean and mean squared values of the new distribution· are related to those 
of the old distribution by the constant multipl\er and its square respectively. 
--Let 81 be a gaussian random variable with mean value Pl and ~ean squared 2 




































From equation (3-12) 
··' 
·" 
·Since the observation :e-rro.:ts _ar.e a.ss·w:ped: to be in.Qep_~tident-. ·random. va.r·iables 
with zero mean, ·the meap va.lue s of -errG a·n.d et\lC: a-r~ al-~fo. zero a.r1q.: the mean squared: 2 2 values O' and rr.· 
· - ' Tc '-JI 
·c¥.c. 
·, 
,_, ··- 2 ·2: 2-
cr_r·c = K_i_ -_-_
1
._ er· +· .K 
·R:. 2 
.2. :2-: -2: 
<Y. + K3 D_"_•.•· R r 
.2 
+.-.K 







parameters 0-Tc and u °' c will. ·va:ry iti 
.. ~ 
-ma:gpitud·e· during t_h_e .landing tna.n.euver, be·ca_u.~e the eight rnultiplym.g: ·faotor·s 
K throug· h .K _. and the s·tatistic al. q_·_ u_ anti_ ties. desc.ribing the o:i:)se-rv-ati on .-erro·.r 1 .... - .. · · 8 
d·i.·$t.ri:butions are function-s that v-ary -dv.r_i:ng the landing o The method of 
dealing with these· t-:irne. v.at·yirtg error ·ctistribtit·ions ·wi_ll be :dis-cu.ss·:e_d in the 
next section. , ,.. 
3. 2. 2 Propagation of Thrust Errors Along the Landing Trajectory 
The expressions generated in the last section by no means complete 
t;h,e error analysis. Determin.ing the r_elationships between errors in the 
computed thrust- cormnands and t.he· ops_ervation erro~s is a. necessary step towa·rd 
the desired ·end point,. but doe·~ .not co·ntribute mucl1 ih ·itself o· The desired 










· the position and velocity el'l'Ors at the end o.f the landing trajectory to the 
,. mean aqua~ valu~s of the observation .ez·ror distribution~ and 1 the mean squared 
" ' 
-
values of thrust errors introduced by the control system itseJ,f o These 
' d. 
latter errors will be referred to as thrust mechanization errors, and 
denoted by: 
e'Im = Tprust magnitude mechanization error 
ea,rn = Thrust angle mechanization error 
The observation e?Tors manifest themselves as thrust command errors at the 
·output of the·guidance systemo There are then two sources of thrusting errors, 
one related to sensors, and one related to control system mechanization. The 
total thrust error is equal to the sum of these two components. 
.. (3-15) 
eO' · = eac + eam 
Rewriting the expressions for eTc and eac (equations 3-13), including the 
~ime arguments which now become important yields 
e (t) ~ K1(t)eR(t) + K2(t)e.{t) + K3(t)e~(t) + K4(t)e.(t) Tc R ~ 
- (3-16) 
e ( t) :!: K ( t ) e · -( t) + K ( t )-e • ( t) + K ( t) e ( t) + K ( t) e o ( t) 
ac .5 R 6 R 7 C/ 8 -CJ 
Then the total thrust error expressions can be written as: 
r 
(3-17) 
e~(t) = e~c(t) + eam{t) 
'.Ihe time variability of coefficients K1 through Kg and the observation 
.1,;. 
error statistics cause the thrust error distribution to .exhib,it time varying 
statistics. Recalling that aJ l the random e1TOr ·inputs are assumed to be 
·- - . 
" 
independent and gaussian .with zero mean values, the mean squared values of the 
27 
, 1 ·,: 
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" . :Ji 
..... 
...... 
thrust error distributions may be expressed as ftmctions of ·t1rne 
...... . .. 
cr~ (t) ,;. Kf(t) o2(t) + K~ (t) a~(t) + K3
2(t)cr2(t) + K4
2(t)cr~(t) + cr 2- (t) 
·r R R C/ · (I · Tm 
a2 (t}--:!:-zt(tJa!(t} + K~ (t) cr:(t) -+K27 (t)aa(t) + J{;(t)a~(t) + o
2 (t) 
Cl " (I - am 
·--(3-18) 
· These equations determine the instantaneous stat.istics of the thrust errorso 
The procedure used to detennine the final state eITor statistics 
.,,. 
can be described as followso First, the landing trajectory is divided 
into small time segments which are numbered sequentially from zero. to No 
.. 
The 1th segment is ~ti seconds long, and the sum of all the small time 
,. segments is equal to the total time required by the nominal landing 
maneuvero It is assumed that the thrust error components and their statis-
tics are constant over each 6t1 time segment, but independent of the errors 
existing in any other time segment, 6t j o 
Next, linearized expressions relating the constant thrust erz'Ors 
\ 
within a tim~ interval (~~i) to the state variable errors resulting at the 
' 
end of the interval are describedo The partial derivatives associated with 
the linearlzation process are evaluated on the reference trajectory o 
Fina] ly, assuming that the thrust errors in each smaJ 1 time 
interval are statistically independent of the errors in each other interval 
implies that the final state variable errors, which are the sum of al J the 
.. 
small errors occurring in each time· interval will have mean squared values 
which can be estimated by the sum of the mean squared error.a- contributed 
in each intervalo 
The first step is to determine the position and velocity errors 
'' in a ·sma11 time, interval that are caused by thrust errorso Thrust errors 
( 
. 
man11·est themselves directly as acceleration errorso Therefore, thrust 
28 
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. . . ' 0 ., ,.. 
errors eT.and ea,can be related directly to enors inV, h, and Q which are 
. denoted e~, e~, and 'e9 respective;ly. The re~tionships are obtained by 
linearization about the. re.ference trajectory and can be expressed as: · 
'· 
(). 
e •• (t) ~ 2,h (t) eT(t) + ~· (t) e~ (t) 






e •• (t) :!: ~ (t) eT(t) + cH,f (t) eQI (t) 
Q ~T . ;; 
The partial derivatives are evaluated on the re.ference trajectory. (Expres-
sions .for these partials are giv811 in Appendix C). TheSe acCeleration erl'ors 




t,,_ = r 6ti 
i=O 
The .final position and velocity eITors are obtain~ci by summing the 
errors in each interval : 
i=-N-1 
0 







[ dV O J " ~T eT + .2! e . 














• • ' I 
'!he .ftmctions, e/'t) and ea(t) can be expanded as pei- equations (3-17) to_ 
. give functions relating final state errors to observation · arni thrust mechaniza--
;;: N-1 z 














It is true that the mean squared value of a sum of independent 
' ' -
random variables is. the Sum of the mean squared values of the individual 
-
random variables a .. In general, this may be ·expressed as. follows 
2_ 
a -y 






Applying equation (3-23) to the set of equations (3-22) results 
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If the mean squared values of the observation and mechanization errors are' 
f 
-constant, so that these quantities can be removed from the summations, the following 
expressions result. Definitions of (VP) ji' (HP) ji' and (TP) ji can be inferred by 




(j = V-f 
(3-25) .. 
0-2 ~ d ~ (rp) ' 
~~ R J:.u IJ. 
N-l 
+ a-: I &-P) : ·. + 
R ~:.o ZA. 
I 
N-1 


















of a percent of the.quantity being pbservedo That is, 
• •-••, •••··•··-------······- ---···••• - - -- -- -• ,r • ._ ·- • • • • 
-·~ - - - -
... 
Then, 
ax = l)~ where, (lJx) (100) = percent 
2 2 2 
O'x·~ 1lx x 
' ,,. ... 
... 






Combinations of equations (3-25) and (3-26) are also possible when certain 
• 
... 
of the error sources display constant statistical parameters and others show 
rms errors which are a constant percent of the. observed quantityo 
. .. 3.) . 




The values- of (VP) ji' (HP) ji~ and (TP) ji can be inferi'~d by comparison with · .... . 
equations (3 - 24) o, For example, 
For the given guida.nce technique, reference trajectory, ·and observed varicw 
·ables; the summations' of equations ( 3 - 25) and ( 3 .- 26); · once computed, . represent . 
the linearized transformations, or sensitivity coefficients, relating the input er-
rors (caused by imperfect observation or mechanization) and the resulting position 
and velocity uncertainties at the end .of the landing trajectoryo The principal 
digital computer program developed f·or the landing analysis determines the values of 
these summationso This program has been implemented on an IBM 7094 digit~l computero 
.3D3 Di.scussion of the Discrete Time Steps Utilized in the Analytical Model 
Perhaps the best approach to this topic is to review the logical steps that 
lead to the introduction of discrete time steps in the analytical modelo For refer-
ence, a simplified block diagram of the. overall guidan,oe and control system is given 
in figure 80 
. In the absence of an_y random distu:rbc:3n.-ce in th:e system, the actual thrust 
vector would be equal to the reference thr1; st vector plus whatever deviations 
from reference thr·.1st correspond to the actual position and velocity deviations 
from the reference trajectory o This :is called the pseudo-reference thrust 
vectoro 
When random errors enter the system, the actual~thrust vector will deviate 
" from the pseudo-reference vector in a random mannero To establish an analytical 
model, the continuous random error component is approximated by a random square wave 

























GUIDANCE SUB-SYSTEM (SEE FIGURE 2 FOR 
DETAILED BLOCK DIA-
GRAM) 
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0 The random error ./--. 1
 ie samp ed at time t:i.o 
o The value at -.the sample time is held over· Ati. seconds o The quantity 
bti is the thrust sampling intervalo 
o At t 1 + bt1 the process is repeatedg 
The result is a signal that changes value periodically (every 6t1 secor1ds) and ex-
hibits a constant, but random amplitude between sampling timeso Throughout the 
actual analysis that has been performed, all of the small time.intervals have been 
' 
assumed to be of the same length so that the subscript "i" can be droppedo 
In a·ccordance with the preceding approximation, the entire trajectory is 
divided into small time intervals and a constant thrust vector error exists in eachg 
The total position and velocity errors ca·u.-se.d by sensor and· ·m.e.chanization noise are 
f 
, 
found by summing th~ errors occurring in .each intervalo Only statistical information 
I, is available concerning the rand:om inputs so that statistical summation is implied 
above o The statistical problem is greatly reduced if the errors occ11rring in one 
interval are in~ependent of errors in any othero This is equivalent to stating that 
the random thrust vector error in on·e time interval is uncorrelated with the random 
thrust error in any othero 
This statement enable:s one to establish a re:L:ationship between the length 
of the analytical model time intervals (6t) and the bandwidth of the engine control 
-
subsystem (see figure 8)0 In generalj the correlation interval of white noise passed 
through a low pass filter of bandwidth Bis approximately equal to l/2B secondao 
" 
Therefore, if the error in successive time intervals are to be considered indepen-
dent, At must be greater than 1/2B1, where B1 is the engine control subsystem 
bandwidtho 
In addition to the above statements concerning the length of the time_ in-
tervals used in the analytical model there is~ an additional, consideration o It is 
·~1 
desired that ~the magnitudes of the random position and velocity errors which are 
J6 :, . 
... 









·, caused by .. the th~st vector errors acting_ over the tirne'F 6t 'be copsid~r~bly smaller 
"' than the sensor.·errorso A :Little thought revea1.s that this is equivalent to saying . 
that the overall system should not be capable of respondin_g complete.ly to thrust 
errors before a ·new command is computedo·~- · Sine~ the arialyt~ical model has .some ·of the ~ . 
characteristics of a sampl~d data control system (thrust vector errors are sarnpledj 
held over a period of time, and then sampled again) it can be seen that this re-
striction is equivalent to the minimum sampling rate restriction requ.ired to insure 
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, The prirnary res:u·rt:s obtained f';r'otn· tehe .c·omp 1Jter program are the v~lues of the ·-. . . 
. 
··.e'r·ror sen~it.iyity coeff.icie·nts represent.ed :by the summatiors derived itl the prev~ous . ·, 
· s·e:ctioti. These.~::~ufrirn:a:t·ion~ relate the me~,n sqqared values of the observation and 
-·trtec·har:1z:at1or} errors t.o fhe· me.a:n sq1.Iare.d errors in te·rmir.a 1 po·sit.f.Ot;· · an.d, ·vel.0eityo 
2 Let rs iJ denote the mean squar'~d error in the final value of ith state va::ri-
. -1a·· l · t' t ·. \..:· t'· · b··1· .t·. ·t·h · .• t·h .a. - ~- .a_ .-:r·lu1.')<:l ·• e< o e: J .. Efr~r'O.:r s-ourc~. 
. • .' ,,, o,• •• :,, ,A<~ 
·r.h.e 'indice,s:· i and _j eo.rresppn-d.: to: ·sta·te 
v.0J:i)1b·les a-nd error sources C:ls· :ti.ven below. 









.r .... · 4· 
s· 
. ,· 2. • 
·hi:: alt·it lld.e 
l: fli:ght path .arr(Le. 
.c. 
·a; ob.s.e:rvation ·.o.f ·r·.a.nge 
• 





,observatior: of .r.ang·e ·rate· 
·a.n.'g1rlar _me$.s1lretner1t 
¢:: .arrgu·lar :ra.te meanurement 
:'.I'.h:r.1J s.':'f, magn i tt1de.- control s 1rstern ,) . .. . . . ,· l/ .. 
Thr-u st :diret(tion cot. trol. sv·,stetrr 
. ·'- . •.· -, .· . - -
·.ii.· 
...... : 
'1o.r· ex·a:r.pl~, ~Y is the rrean squared value o·f -final ·a1_ti:t110:e. ·error cav·s.e:d. 1Qy· .error~: 
.. 
. . 
i:b ·fhe measurement of::¢. :Since all the error so1Jrce·s a .. re. $~sfirr .. ed to: ·b~ itJdeperid:e.t1t,., 
th·e tot:al mean squared error in the tcrmi.na1 trall·,.e of the: i.tn. $:t~_:t·~ v-~ri~i:ble· is:: 
... 













If the sta~istics of each error source are constant; 
. 2. . z. 
fr· I 
' i; 
where CS"; is the effective mean squared error contribut-~d by '!he j th error source and 
2 . . .. -· -· ... ···-- --- . -·--·-·- ................... _ .. 
(Kij) is the app~opriate error sensitivity coefficient as determ~ned from the com-
. 
I 
,puter nrograrn. If the rms error in the jth, error source i-s al lowed to be a constant 
, ... , 
perc~ntage of the observed or c,ont:rol,led q~anti ty ,- a different set o_f ~quat:i.ons re-
s1J 1 t: 
-
-
coefficient,. ··:an:d --n 2 __ .. , is the 
' .. 'J J ... 
2 
The- m11Jtiplier (Klij) is a modified errox: sensitivity 
c:on_-stant error percent~ge ... (e:xp.-r:essed as a de.cimal fraction of un;it·y) squared. T.he,re 
a}:'e tw~ options to the computer program .. -one computes the coefficients (Kij )2 and 
the second is a composite program which ,computes (Kli1 )
2; (Kl12 )
2
, (K13)2, (Kli4l, 
. . '2 . . 2 (Ki,}·.,. -an,d {K:i.6 ) • Th~t- i.·s:, rms· ·err:or.s :in. ~ange, range rate, anq -~ngle rate mea~. 
in angle rr·e_a:--.sllreme_nt :and thrust mechani:taticJn a·.re: allowed to :have :constant stat:i_st,_ics. 
For· the group of observables sensed by the radar beacon tracker, it WGIS 
f.elt:. thfJt. r~nge and range rate measurements would be best represented as having a 
. ~ 
.¢.0J1ata-n·t. p.e;r-c·ent of erro.r; while the remaining error sources l·Jould exhibit error 
dJ .. stributions· ~rl. th nearly constant statistical parameter.a over· the landing trajectory. 
'l/herefore, vplues of the error sensitivity coefficients (Kf1) 2 ~ {Ki2)2, (Ki3)2, 
· · .2 . .··· 2:' . . . . · 2 I 2 I 2 .. I 2 (K __ i4.) ,. -(K15_) ., (Ki6) , (K il) , ,, (~. 12 ) , and .(K i4) have been cornpu ted and appear 
in table 1.. The square "root of each coefficient is also presented. This quantity 
relates the rms value of any particular final error component to the rns error, or 
. 
" 






: ,. : 
. . 
' 
,. . . - ' 
Table 1 : Computed Sens it i vi ty Coef ficient,s. . 
Ati = 1 sec. oti = 2 sec. At· = 3 
. 1 
-sec. 
State Error t-------.-----+-------.---------------------11 
Vari.able So,urce 
Index Index (Kij)2 
i = 1 
i = 2 





j = 1 
j = 2 
j = 3 
j = 4 
j = 5 
j = 6 
j = 1 
j = 2 
j = 3 
j = 4 
j = 5 
j = 6 
j - 1 
j = .2 
j = 3 
j = 4 
j = _5 
j = 6 
I 1 .38x10 
,~6.31x10° 
S' 4. 56x106 




1 o49x1 o_, 
5.01x10y· 
J.54x1C 
s . 34x 1 C,:18 9 o59x10 · 
2.26x1~ 
-z 7 .40x1 o~, 
5.JOx10 
3 5.3Jx10. 





1 o37x1 c! 
2o08x10·3 
o.o 
0 1 • 22x1 c_, 
7.09x10 
2. 1 o88x10 
3 9 .• 14x10. 
_,., 
J. 10x10· 
4e 76x10 1 
' _, 
2. 72x10_ 1 7 .28x1C· 
7 .JOx1 o' 
3 1. 16x1 C. 
-Lf 9.82x10· 
I 1 ,49x1 G 
1.J5x10' J.68x10° 1o46x1c0 
7.02x1C0 2.63x10° 5o93x1C0 
4o40x.10~ 6o64.x10·~ 1 o03x105 
3.59x10•, 1o87x10.3 ~29x10' 
8o58x10~ 2.9Jx1C-3 1.28x10-~ 
OoO O.O O.O 
1 88 1co 1.J7x10° 
• X 0 
1.67x1C 1 .29x1C9 
5.52x'1c~ 2.36x10~ 
6. 70x10_7 2.59x10~'1 7.49x10· 8.65x1C 
1.81x10' 1.35x10~ 






_, _, _, 
1 • 1 5x1 0~ 3 ., 40x1 CO 1 • 4 9xJ C 0 2~J1x10 1.52x1G~ ·5.35x1C~ 
1.01x1 o: 1.OOx10 3 1. 62x1C 7 9. 53x1 C 6 .3. 09x10- 3. 06x10 5 7.71x10~ 2.78x1C-3 2.60x1C-
1 • 7Jx103 4. 16x1 O 1 5 o 52x1 C~ 
State Variable Notation 
i = 1 : Final velocity error component 
i = 2: Final altitude error component 
l :=, 3: Final horizontal range error cornpon~n1:,. 
Erro,r _S.o.urce Notation 
1,'J,j• 
j: = 1 : Range observation 
,j = 2: Range rate observation 
j = J: Angle observation 
j = 4: Angle rate obser~ation 















5. 54x1 o.:3 5. 1 Ox1 C 














j = 1 
j = 2 
i = 1 j = 3 
j = 4 
j = 5 
j = 6 
j = 1 
j = 2 
i=2 j = 3 
j = 4 
j = 5 
j = 6 
j = 1 
~j = 2 
. 3 1, 7 .. j = 3 
j = 4 
j = 5 
j = 6 
• 
*
. ·n ··c··· . . .. · ·. ·•:. 






I. . ' Table 1: (Continued) 
> 
~i = 1 sec. .Ati = 2 seco 6ti = 3 seco 
-
·; 
' .. '• 
. . 
(K{j)2 / (K{j)2 / (Kij)2 / (Kij) (Kij) . (Kij) 
J.49x106 1.87x103 J o40x1Q6 1.s4x103 4o05x1 o5 60J6x102 J.41x1o4 1 o85x1 o2 6o82x1o4 2o61x102 1 .05x1 o5 3.20x102 
'* n.c. noCo IloCo Do Co n.c. 1 
n.c • 
1 .JOx1 o2 1 014x101 2.56x102 1. 60x1 O 1 J.68x102 1.92x10 
n.c. IloCo n.c. n.c. no c. n.c. n.c. ,, n.c. n.c. IloCo n.c. n.c o 
'-
- --- ....... 2 












7. 12x1 o 2 6.16x10 7 u43x10 2.18x101 3. 74x1oJ 6 .. 11x101 1 .2Jx1 o4 1 0 11 x1 o2 
n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. IloCo 1.1ox101 ·· 9. 77x102 3.12.x101 3.3ox1o3 5.74x101 h.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. IloCo 
n.c. n.c. n.c. n.co n.c. 
,;;i 
1 o44x102 4. 5ix1 o4 2. 12x102 9.04x104 3.csx102 9.24x101 6.84x1o4 2.62x102 2.31x105 4.81x102 
n.c. n.co n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.28.x:101 6.84x103 J.57x101 5o05x103 6.J6x101 
n.c. IloCo ' n.c. IloCo n.c. 
n.c. IloCo IloCo IloCo n.co 
relates final errors to error sourc.es with co"ris'tant 
statistical parameters • 
















. .. For the coJ1apu,ter· progr.am, ·all ··of: :the \.sma:11 tirne: '.i.nte.rv.c1ls :(~:t-i)· 1-1er.e' a;l~, 
'· 
lbtiedlo have equal length. 
/ . 
The progro.rn wafi run vJ
1




0' ·~ ;: to e:xamin·e. the: ~-f:fe.c"b:s .of Se'h:s:ot• an:d rre:.chanizati en e1~ro'.r:S ... er .... _:lte· t·etr\i.n·al 
J· 
curves sho1..fri 'In. t_i,g1Jre .9 tr1rovB11 14 ... .• These ,ftrr~1.re. s shd::Vi tJ1e fj.n :;1 l r)o·3S. tion: a-nd v·e:-
locity error:s (rms) plo.tte:d .ag.:~tns .. t.· t-he rms observatio!J cl:nd mecheniza.tion e,rror:so 
mentioned' above, a composite 0£ Kij and K lij. coeff~ci~nts be'st represents the 
; \ l."t)t)o:r lanpirur sit:uation .- F.~gvre 9 .s>o11rs the rms v.a1Pe.s ·o·:r· f·ln,;al posi ti_or: -anc ve.l_oc:it-y 
Y. 
·":. The rn: s v .J lt\e· 
.of t_he. r·~::1~ge qb·serva·tion e·r11.ors >::ts eq\Jal to ' times 100 pcrcEfn.t c,1f the ran.ge. rcieasure-
Ment at any point in the tr3jecto:ry. As a typical e:itarn.r1le) if Y;1 C'f" ls Q .01 (lJ) 'the 
:res:1tl:ting JJOsi tion and ve-1.ocit.y error comp . on~nts are·: 
p_rod~.Jced by the othe:r ·.five- ~rro.r sor-Jrce:s ·ca-n: lte e.s,t-im·G~_tecl.. ·t·.1-, G·· ·r-e·.,...,,·"'l·1· n·· ·i····n· r1, f· ·.·i·_-.v· .. e·-:; -: : . L; l·O· · ·; . ."S: 
. . sources, 9nl:y one; t11:e _r;in.ge_ ·r·;Jt.e: 0 1Jse.rvatior: ha,s sta;t-t.e·tieal. "").~ri"'a:n'e~·.e-rs t 1·1at V::;.:r/1 
,. 
) 
· · d · · • ..... h· · ·· · ~, · t · · ·· · a in nL, ·er .. ·c· .e·._r: t ... · .. _· .e r-r. · or :o.·.·.· .. r_· i_-_.n_ .. -... .-t .. --~~, e.-. 1. ,1n·i.:f-._·s· of.:.· t.h .. ·r_· .tJ...·s· . .t·. sin:c·e._ t ... :r .. · .. e. ·.. ··.· ... t·;.·h~·r: u.· .. s· .·t ... 
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Figure 9. Final Error Components Attributable to 
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Figure 120 Final Error Components Attributable t:o 
Angle Rate Measurement Errors. 
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Figure 13 o Final ~rror Component-s Attributable to Thrust 
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Figure 14. Final Error Compo·nents Attributable· to Thrust 
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Table .2: :Re.s:ul=t·s =of S~m.ple ComputatiotJ. 
~ -·- ,_. i 
1' 
' 
A} ·rrn:s.· velocity errors (meters/sec.)· 
.; 1) caused by rarrge obse·rvation errors 
2) ··caused by range rate observation errors 
.3.:) caused by angle observation errors 
:4) c'aused. ·by. ~ing·le rate obser-va.tion .er;r.o:r·s 
-~ 
5} ca:.used b;y ~11ru.st: magnitude erro;rs 
_:6} .ca:u,~.eg ·l:>:y· thI11st orientation errors.-* 
·'fO:TAL RMS VELOCI'l1Y ERROR (11ET-ERS/·SEC} 
1;3) ,rrns altitude error:s (me-ters) 
J.) :caused by _range ob·se:rvi1't,io.n e:rro~s. 
:2) eta-use~-- b;y ran.ge ;rate .observa.t:iioIJ. :e·rrors 
3.)· :cause:d by ~ngJ.e· obsenta·t±on errors 
4) .cau·s~d q.y ane:le -rate observation errors 
5): c:aused .by ·t'br,1.s:t m~gni tude errors 
IDT.AJj. :m4s ALTITUDE E·RRO:R (METERS) 
C) rms horizontal range err.ors (meters) 
1) cc:ausec;i. by range. o.o~ie.rvation errors. 
. 2:) .caused.- :by _:rang~ rate observa~~on .etrors 
.3) cau-sed qy ·a.n.gle observation errors. 
:4) c·-aused· by :a.ng:Ie· rate observation :·e-r,:r.qrs. 
:5') ca.used: by· t.~r~st rn~gni tude errors· 
6:) c.a-1_1sed ·by t,hrnst orientation errors: 
TOTAL HORI?ONTAL RANGE ERROR, ~1~ (M.)· 
\ 
.. ... 
, -~Linearization about the reference trajectory result'.s _ip· K:.16 .~-- O. 
5.0 
' ' . ·,' .. 
- -
0 •... 9.3:y 
.. :(). .• 68 
\: 
i .. 37 
J .•. 00. 
o.o 
2.78 
:0: .• 11 
.-Q·/19 




., 14· :Q .• ·. · . 
·o·.46 
b./J7 

















~·.o APPENDIX A: I GUIDANCE LAW DERIVATION 
· The guidance terms· are derived by following the··pro·cedure-described in re-
fer.ence 2. The following presentation carries through to completion the derivation 
' 
of guidance tenns 5i.through sa with time as the independent var1able which is 
outlined in this reference. 
Where: 
The applicab-le ~quations ·of -mo.t·ion are: 
, 






· Vc.os l 
~= 
\I = _ Tc..os Ol 
VY;) 
- . \ Sir\ ~ µ cos " 
-M V V ( ./2~ + h )'t. 
)i. s,·n 't 
-
( /l..o + h )2. 
V. magnitude of the velocity vector; 
r 0 e radius of reference lunar sphe~e; 
Ta magnitude of applied thrust vector; 
m = mass of landing vehicle; 






\ The remaining parameters are defined irt figure 1 . For a const~:n,t thrust, grav:i..-ty 
~urn trajectory, 
T = T0 = a constant 
', . 
and 
OC = 0 
:on· .the nominal trajectory. 
The perturbation equations. relating deviations in the dyn·arnic state vari-
able derivatives to r.eviations in state variables and· th.rust control quantities, in 








. ·t ~ . 








For ease of handling, tlie. state :v~riables an~ control quantities have been redefined. 
. f= th). ; (t9). ,. (i) · (V) . 
~ ...t=: I ...c_:~ J l.: 3 .l .J..: 'I I. 
!~:. (h )J., ~ (e )J=i. j (~ \=! .. j (V}/='f 
• 1-'• :. (T). • (°' ~ J p-- ,= I J . j :. 2. 
. ·' . ' . -
. . 
_; 
~f ''8 ~e '~· For example, 3 = ~ , and ~;:t = OJt:7 .• 
df:a_ ,· dQ ~ ~ ~°' 
The operator,~, indicates a deviation from the reference value~ 
... 
The equ.ations adjoint to the perturbation. equations a~e: 
. T 








I! equation (5-2) is pre-inultiplied. by [>.:j]T, and (5-3) by ~~}T, 
T T ' • [ \ J [! t1 ]-:-[Ai]_ ~~i [~r~ J + [Ai JT ~~.J[;;,iJ 
Adding equations (5-4) and (5-5) yields 
[c)!j]Tl)1 J + [A;]T[~t.i.J = [Ai JT ' . 
· Note that the matrix formed by the· product 
\ ' 


















' However,, both of these multiplications produce matrices contai~ing onl3.r a single 
· element (first row, first column). r·n this case th·e matrix and its transpose are_ 
equal and their difference is zero.·. 
. Equation (5-6) can now be rewritten in the expended form. 
) 1 ~ ~ ~ ).,_~ 9 + >.,~ i + >."sV 
' . ..  . 
+),th + ).,.&~ + ).
3
;~ + ~~v 
..!. , ~ i ) ~ v rT · 
- /\3~ ~°' + '"I~ c) ,_ 




and ~ QlT 
Regrouping the expressions on the· left side of equation (5-7), and inte-
_, grating· with ~espect to time from t = t 1 tot =.tf yields 
· -r • = A - Jo<.. + \ d ~T dt 
' +()~(~ + x~ ~i) ~c\~v + \&v')]dt t, 3~ . di 
O ~ t, ~ t-f 
Since the operator,,, am the differentiation indicated by the dot are· cmmnutative, 
each pair of products enclosed within parentheses fonns a perfect differential such 
. ; that the left hand integral can be evaluated as a function of end point values. 
~)1 ~ h -1- ).'-is + A3 ~ ¥+\SI/~ 
+ r~ A3 ~ Jrx. -+- )~~ Jl]d~ t, 
To solve equation (5-9) for the final position deviations, which are J'h and 
&Q evaluat~d at t = tr, proceed as follows. Integrate the set of adjoint equations 
(5-3) backward in time from t = tr ~o determine t~e values of \ 1 , 12 , 13, and 14 at 
t = t 1 • This.~acJcward integration is performed .. twice, using two different sets of 
values for [Aj~~ as initial conditions. The first set is,_denoied [h>..j (tr>] , and 
yields a solution for ~h (tr). The second set, l.9A.j, ( tr)] , yields a solution for 










: L ~)11Ct~~J : i.A2 (tf~ 
. Ja(t/) 






























The symbols hAj and QAj refer to values of A,1 c9mputed from backward integrations 
using the final conditions hAj (tf) and QAj (tf) respectively. Final deviatiOns in 
~ 
the remaining two state variablesJ ~ and V. can be found by performing backward inte-
~ 
grations of equations -(5-3) for two more sets of final conditions. Namely, 
,>., (t.f~ 
i ").a (t.f )] - ) ).2 ( t.f') 
)A~ (t/) 









.... ~ -12.) 
,, 











vA, (tf ~ 0 and 
. . 
•.'· .· . 




. ,,.,,. ....... 
. --· -~ 
.. 
't'X3 ( t,) ... 
,. 
" 0 .... 
;If (tf.) 
The control errors ~T and~ are considered constants 'over the trajectory 
..... . 
. 
and can therefore be removed from the integrals·. This step, along with the follow-






I = Th 
~e (tr\ . .f: E. . + r ~T + I aOL ; J se. Te ()1..8 
l_Fi~.1.n\ __ · 
. ~ ~ 
It is desired :t .. o. fir1d: ·the values of ~ T and [tt_ that will reduce the fir1al 
.posi:tion errors to zero.-. "I'he,~e- -~:r~·e £.otind by solving the following ·set of si.mul--· .. 
·tan .. eous equations. 







































. Jrx. J-·t,Sh IT9 - ES9 I,~ . 
I~_ I - I I. 
·., ~- Ts rxh 
Expanding the quantities Esg and Esh-produces, 
and 
Where, 




[r°'h )1 - ~ ~] .s ~(ti)+ [r 1 -1 0~] i v(t) + _ ~I ~h 9lf 0<9 t. I 
. D~) I " 
D(t,) = r I I - I I ] 
-~ 
., 
L n.i . O(S TG «h -t, . 
The guidance terms are defined from this pair of equati.on_so 
s, (t:,) =- [ ~h ), - r~ hA, Jt1 
/ 'D(t,') 
s~ (t,) : [~1-i ),. ~- I0l6 J-2.]t 
D(t 1; 
\ ( t,) i: Li~ ~3 - Io<a 1-1A1 Jt, 
~ Dlt1J 























• J ·,, 
~quations (5-17) can then be expressed as 
$ T ( t1) = [ '5 I ~ ~ + s2. ~ e + S3 ~ ~ +- SLf ~ V] 
,, t, 
£cx.(t,)_= [55 $ h + S~ &e + S7' ~ t + ~ i Y]t 
' 







' i''. ~ y 
.. 
' 




The guidance terms are precomputed from the reference trajectory and stored in the 
:1 
guidance computer along the reference values of the state variables. 
I. 






• • '., ""'-'-~+l.i..t_, (•'1i'"• - , •' ·1 ', 
- ' 
~ ,· 6.o APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQUAT:(ON1S RELATING. STATE VARIABLE.S TO RADAR DATA 
Figure -1 illustrat'es the· ga()metrical situation ,existing for the descent·· 
~ phase. The symbols that will be used are defined as followso 
q, 
f !! The angle ~etween the velocity vectnr and the local horizont.al plan8/ 
...... ~' 
measured in the plane of motion, (flight path angle)o 
• I h !I Altitude of vehicle ~bove a reference lunar sphere of radius r 0 • 
Q = The angular displacement of the vehicle from the landing site in moon 
centered coordinateso (measured in the plane of mot.~ono) 
:V ·-=·Magnitude of space vehicle velocity vectoro 
R ~- Line-of-sight range from vehi:c1e -to landing sit.~ (po;ttrt· 1'·.J:.o 
• 
R: Time derivative of Ro 
¢ = Angle between local vertical an(i. t-he:. line-of-sight, .. ·tq.: the J}.$Ildirlg· sit·e 
(point A). 
• ¢ a Time derivative of¢. 
r 0 = Radius of moon at landing siteo 
The landing: site at point A is allowed to be in- the: p1ane, fQljlled. by the 
v.e1:oc-ity· ve.cto·r and ·10.ca~ vert·lpal-o 
p 
To derive e·xpressions relating the: s·t-a,t-e" variables h, Q, ~, ,an-d. V' to the 
0 0 
radar observables R, R, ~, and ¢·; proceed as· :fC>11ows o ~-- .. The· known quan.t:iti~s- are R, 
. . 









e ~ s1h" ··r·· .R Sin¢] '.. . . )l 
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~ - ·----· .--·--· -------·--- ··-:---:·._.,...._,....,;--~--- -+--.... -
: . .Jc0 SIV'\(¢ +-8) 
S\ri ¢ .• 
h = --to [sin¢ cos s ·+cos¢ sine] 
Sln ¢ 
:h: ·: -'l0 cose 
- -'2 . 
. ¢ 
, h -I 
-f: I R Cos.¢ \ 2 2. 1.. //~ . 1- l~ - R S\V"l ¢ J -
( 
- .. ,, ...... , ..... ' .... ,., ~. ,,. ..... ---·-··· -· ·.f w ,,_,, • 
' ... 
.: .... 
• .•.••• ;· '-~; l ·.·:··. __ .:..__:,--·-·__:. ___ .• -~ ••.• •• •• -:-----'-'-· __:_....:_:_.-'-'-'--- ··-·'---·,. 
- -£ 0 
(16-Z.) 
Functions relating 'I and V ·t.=o· the observ~b,:J .. es. are rno:st convenien:·t:ly derived 
:t:ltrough vector analysis. In the fbllowing analys_i.s -~11 ·:arrow over a quantity refers "' 
to. ·a vector. and the quantity i.s the vector· magn:i..tuc:l~ .• For example. f ts the velocity 
v:ector and V = J 1f J • 
The following definitions refer to figure 15~ 
., 
ts. A vector from point 0 to point Ao 
}! a A vector from point 0 to point Bo 
~ RaA vector from point B to point A. 
.;. 
t. The velocity of point B. ,· ' 
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·;.,;· 
1316A-V8 -17 
Figure 15. ·y-~qtc:>-r- D~a,€.;17am. of Landing Maneuver. 
.. . . J 





















¥ ·, • 
and . !'." 
~ 
.a. .L ""' ' R'- = A - B 
. 
",/' • Ill • 
.1 ~-Since tis a·~onstant ~ector, A is zero, and/ 
..L ~ .1 
R =. -B = -V 
:.: 




















~ . ~ 
The vector oo is perpendicular to the plane farmed by A and R and equal ·1n. magnitud~ 
• 
to fl. . ~ . For the geometry of figure 15, ro is positive toward the reader. The quantity.· 
.. .. ~ + ... 
w X R is perpendicular to R and in the plane formed by A and R. 
The positive senses 
-. . 
. of all vector quan1;ities are ilJustrated in 1.'ighre 15. The folloiring statements can 
be :ma de • 
d R = R. = an ObSorval:ile 
',Jt: 
A= n- -.(¢ +- e') :. 
w = f3 = -a5 - e 
• • 
where ¢ is an observable and Q as a function of observables c13n be obtah,ed, by dif-
ferentiation of the expression obtained earlier for Q, 
' l . 
-\ 
['





R¢ cos¢ +- R sin¢ 
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2-. ( • )2. R~ ( (6. • ')2. R + .. +e ·v, = 
• 
• 








I • R 
0 
From figure 15 it can be shown t.bat: 
--· 
¢ +- ~ -K = 1rle 
~ -= ¢ +- l/J • ..;.. '7f ,h. 
. ..., .. 
1
· · ~ -l[R(" +9\ 
't = ~ - f + t-{<.ri • ~ R ') 
The four resulting transformation. :e.q1~ations are: 
... 
_, 
:. S\ V"\ 
·'' 
., 










.-~-z_ '_. :_-_ ·oJ·, 
. . . . -~ : 
,. . ' ~ . 
I'. 
\ . . 
.(,·· 






















-r . , . 
' . 
c~-10 cont) 
--·-·-··--···-.. ·-··---------- ---·. ~. ' ·-.. -- ' ' : .: '. . .- . 









. R ~ c.os ¢ + R Sir)¢ 




The term Q appearing in the expressions for land V appreciably complicates 
the partial derivative equations required for tlE linearized error analysis. However, 
• • 
over the range of parameter values covered by the landing maneuver, Q is very much 
• • • • 
smaller than ¢ so· th8t the approximation ¢ + Q • ¢ is very accurate. The equations 




e = ~,n-, L~ s1~ ¢] 
a. 2.. ' .A( 'I-. h :. R C.O'!. ¢ + [. ~ - R 'SIA, If' J - "'2 0 )I • 
~ = ¢ - ,r/~ + t(L~ I [RI ] (4-1 i) 
¥· 
v= [(R)z. + (R.¢~2.] 11'" 
-~ 
The resulting partial derivative expressions wliic~re used in the analysis 
"' ' 
I .,. 
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.. = 0 
c)R 







~V ...! R 
~ - L (R )l. + (R~ f-J l/2. 











(t; -ll CO.'l\f ~ · 











~ ·~ ~ --~R_R __ :-
~ ~ - [.(R 't +(R~)"' 
~v ..:. rf ¥ · - · · 
~ - I (Rt + (R!ZS)'-Jih. / . 
64 
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·7~0 APPENDIX C: • • •• PARTIAL .DERIVATIVES REL.~TI,NG THRUST VECTOR ERRORS TO ERRORS IN h
7 
• •• Q, AND V 
To determine the required partial derivStives it is first n8cess'ary to 
'_!~·;, 
fj 
• • •• •• 
obt'ain · equations for h, 9, and V in terms of the thrust quaritities T and .«-. The 
•• fJ 
quantity his the component of acceleration in the positive h direction. With the 
•• 
aid .. o:f. figure 3) h is seen to be , · 
• 
0 
•• In a similar manner expressions for. Q and V are available. 
•• 
. e = T c.os ( ~+tX.) 
fY)(k +h) 
0 
\/ == _ T c.os oc 
rr, 
., 
(j .. .. )' . '  ·-; .. . ... . .-c. ' 
.. -.. ' 
·C:,·-:_3) 
Partial differentiations of these equations :With respect to, T .and C( yields 
the desired qt1antities. 
:~. 
. ·. .; , .. ' . 
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